French Doors
with the Network VEKA difference...

Break down the barrier between home
and garden with impressive and inviting
French Doors.
Creating a seamless transition to the outside world, French
Doors offer a classically elegant means of opening your home or
conservatory to the great outdoors.
They can flood a room with natural light, especially combined with
sidelight and fanlight windows, and provide an unrivalled fresh air
feeling that really brings a room to life.
Available in a range of colours and woodgrain finishes, french doors
add style and function to your conservatory or home.

It helps to have a guaranteed expert on your side...

When the weather is inclement, simply
close the doors and enjoy beautifully
framed views of the changing conditions
from a warm and unruffled retreat.
Technically-advanced weather seals
ensure the elements are kept at bay,
while minimising heat loss from your
home and significantly reducing your
energy bills.
For smaller rooms the use of outwardopening doors ensures maximum use of
the available space.

Opt for inward or outward-opening
variants to suit the layout of your home,
and choose from white, woodgrain
or bespoke coloured finishes to
complement your design scheme.
There’s even the option of using different
colours for the interior and exterior,
making French Doors both a versatile
and viable choice for many homes.
They require little maintenance and can
be cleaned, quickly and easily, with little
more than a wipe over with soapy water.

Boasting the same, tough reinforcement
components and steadfast multi-point
locking mechanisms as The VEKA UK
Group’s other doors and windows make
French Doors, installed by your local
Network VEKA member, a formidable
barrier against intruders.
Naturally, all French Doors come with the
long-life, insurance-backed guarantees
you would expect from Network VEKA.

Key Features
Smooth opening mechanism
Low maintenance and long life
Energy efficient
Virtually maintenance free
High security locking systems
Energy efficient
Manufactured in the UK using
systems from The VEKA UK
Group
Wide range of colours
and glazing options
Network VEKA comprehensive
ten year Insurance-Backed
Guarantee

Customer Satisfaction is
crucial to our organisation,
it’s what our reputation
is built upon.

Network VEKA collates feedback from every single customer, to see how good
a job its members are doing.
Filling in and returning your customer satisfaction questionnaire not only lets Network VEKA
know how happy you are, but also activates your Insurance-Backed Guarantee.
Be honest, our reputation is important to us!

“I believe in the honesty and integrity
of this organisation
and its members.”
Steve Davis OBE
Network VEKA
Brand Ambassador

The VEKA UK Group

For more information about the organisation and the guarantees that safeguard your home improvements, ask your Network VEKA member for a copy of the brochure.

It helps to have a guaranteed expert on your side...
The VEKA UK Group
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